Stardate 10005.07


Host Mikey says:
<<< Begin Europa Mission - Stardate 10005.07 - 20:05 Eastern >>>

Host CO_Senn says:
::in the TL:: *Tolmot* Prime Defender Tolmot, I am on my way to join you and so are my officers. Our transporters are now fully functional, and I'll gladly escort you to our Transporter Room, unless you'd prefer to use our shuttle's transporters again, with the consequent delay

MO_Essex says:
::returns to sickbay, tricorder still in hand::

FCO_Sovok says:
::Arrives on the Bridge and dismisses the Ensign at his station::

CIV_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
::heads back up to the Bridge, very agitated and worn down.::

TO_KTracht says:
::in the TL, alongside Nayla::

CNS_Tsalea says:
@::looks back at the sleeping group behind her, noting that they will be at the Europa soon::

Host Tolmot says:
ACTION: The Away Team is getting ready to beam down to the Bridge...

CMO_Foley says:
::on the bridge in the command chair, monitoring the ships around the Europa::

CSO_Elaisya says:
::drags herself towards the TR1:: Self: why do my feet fee more heavy when I don't want to do something?

FCO_Sovok says:
::Checks the orbit and relaxes felling much better then his last shift::

XO_Zaldivar says:
::Standing on the transport pad,  awaiting transport::

CSO_Elaisya says:
::enters TR1 and takes a breath resolving herself to her fate::

CTO_Luk_Nimitz says:
::enters TR1::

CIV_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
::step out of TL2 onto the Bridge and walks over to Shard:: Shard: Anymore progress on the translation?

CMO_Foley says:
::notices the FCO:: FCO: Feeling better Ensign?

CSO_Elaisya says:
::bumps into the CTO:: CTO: Idiot

Host Tolmot says:
::impatiently waiting for the antique transporters to activate::

TO_KTracht says:
::as soon as she closes the channel:: CO : You are going to send down a couple of security officers down with the AT, right?

FCO_Sovok says:
CMO: Yes sir, much

OPS_Taylor says:
::Activates Transporter::

Host CO_Senn says:
::exits the TL and enters the Transporter room::

CNS_Tsalea says:
$::enters the region and takes the shuttle out of warp, slowing to full impulse::

MO_Essex says:
Nurse: Krin! Krin! I need that.. ::Nurse Krin pops out around the corner of the wall::  oh! I need the.. ::Krin shoves her a PADD and continues to walk on in a hurry::

Host CO_Senn says:
TO: If Tolmot allows us, yes.

TO_KTracht says:
::nods to himself::

CSO_Elaisya says:
::stabilizes herself on the CTO and then gets up on the transporter pad to wait for beam down::

CTO_Luk_Nimitz says:
CSO: Look where you walk, stupid

CMO_Foley says:
<MO_Cross> ::notes the activity in sickbay with a raised eyebrow::

MO_Essex says:
::watches Krin rush off and looks over the PADD::

CSO_Elaisya says:
::stupid root feet alien::

CSO_Elaisya says:
::ignores the CTO looking the other way::

CNS_Tsalea says:
$::quietly wakes everyone one up::  Larte/Shsssaa/Scott:  We are almost there.

Host CO_Senn says:
::walks towards the alien:: Tolmot: I guess we are ready. I am requesting a detail of my people to accompany the crew for the trial. As well, do you  have a problem with all of them carrying their comm badges and antigravity boots?

CIV_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
<Shard> CIV: We're working on it Sir. Me and uh.. Ensign Landris here. :: turns back to his work::

CTO_Luk_Nimitz says:
:: nasty flier ET::

CSO_Elaisya says:
<Larte> ::rubs her eyes looking up lovingly at Shsssa and Mommy::

Host CO_Senn says:
::loathes doing this::

CTO_Luk_Nimitz says:
::wonders if CSO can do the bike trick he once saw in a 20th century "movie" as they call them::

TO_KTracht says:
::arrives at the TR, looking at the four officers ready to beam down, and feel the urge to go with them::

FCO_Sovok says:
::Checks and Re-checks the Impulse, and Warp Drives alignment.::

CNS_Tsalea says:
::slows the shuttle to 1/4 impulse as they near the Europa::

XO_Zaldivar says:
CTO,CSO: I don't need to remind you that we are diplomats do I, and that we should behave accordingly.

MO_Essex says:
::goes into the CMO's office and loads the tricorder into the sickbay databanks and begins a remote analysis of the data.. goes back into the bio-bed are to check on the 3 officers::

CMO_Foley says:
::listens to the CIV behind him and turns:: Shard: Do everything you can to speed that up, we need that translation.

Host CO_Senn says:
::looks over at Triton and nods at him, gravely, while waiting for Tolmot to answer::

CSO_Elaisya says:
XO: No sir ::stands straighter with great difficulty::

CIV_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
<Shard> CMO: Yes Sir,  We've gotten bits and pieces translated, but not complete. However, it looks harsh.

CTO_Luk_Nimitz says:
XO, CSO: I am sure they are testing us, they want to know if it is safe to sign a treaty with the Fed. We should act with that in mind

CNS_Tsalea says:
$COMM: Europa:  This is the shuttle Tolken.  Permission to dock.

CSO_Elaisya says:
<SO Landris> ::smiles at the hunky Shard::

CIV_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
::rubs his forehead, and tries desperately to calm down. Fortunately no one is looking at him but that Ensign::

XO_Zaldivar says:
CO: I shall return you crew in good condition sir.

OPS_Taylor says:
<Europa> Tolken: You are cleared to dock.

CIV_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
<Shard> ::wonders if he should ask this cute Ensign out. smiles back and crunches more code::

CNS_Tsalea says:
$COMM: OPS:  Acknowledged

CSO_Elaisya says:
<SO Landris> ::blushes and looks back down at her consol::

CIV_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
::taps badge:: *Thunder*: Agent Thunder, Please report to the Bride immediately.

Host CO_Senn says:
XO: I know you will. ::stated simply:: we'll do everything in our power to aid you in that quest.

Host Tolmot says:
CO Senn: You may have a few crew accompany us, but they may not be armed... communicators will be nullified once we enter the complex anyway.. gravity will be adjusted when we arrive, so "boots" are not necessary.

CNS_Tsalea says:
$::sets a flight path and begins to maneuver into the docking bay::

MO_Essex says:
::stands beside one of the bio-bed over a sleeping crew member:: Krin: Krin! ::shrugs:: ~~~Krin!~~~

CMO_Foley says:
::listens to the CIV behind him and turns:: Shard: Do everything you can to speed that up, we need that translation.

TO_KTracht says:
::frowns, and whispers:: CO : Ask him if we won't be able to take ANY kind of equipment.. I want to take a few pattern enhancers, just in case..

XO_Zaldivar says:
::looks at CO when he hears about the communicators:: CO: Sir do we continue?

CIV_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
<Edit last, Bridge not Bride>

CNS_Tsalea says:
$::Gently lands the shuttle in the shuttle bay.  Begins shut down procedures::

MO_Essex says:
<Nurse Krin>:jumps and rushes back to the main bay carrying a hypo:: MO: what! .. ohh yes .. sir? you called?

Host CO_Senn says:
::nods gravely at Tolmot, shakes her head at K'Tracht:: Tolmot: Will we be able to see the hearing or interact from the ship?

FCO_Sovok says:
::Notices a slight misalignment of the Warp Drive and as he has nothing else to do goes to the Engineering Console on the bridge to re-align it::

MO_Essex says:
Krin: these reading.. are they correct?

Host Tolmot says:
::sighs::
CO Senn: We will give you an active feed of the proceedings, yes. Are you not joining us, Captain? ::somewhat disappointed::

CNS_Tsalea says:
::helping her daughter, she steps from the shuttle into the shuttle bay::

Host CO_Senn says:
Tolmot: We'd like to know as well if there is any problem with us recovering the shuttle that is on the surface...

CIV_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
<Thunder> ::drags herself out of the clutching stares of another couple of annoying crewmen. *CIV*: Yes Sir, Lt. I'll be there momentarily. ::heads for the TL, wondering when she'll get a break::

CMO_Foley says:
::frowns:: Shard: Very well, keep me informed.

CSO_Elaisya says:
::still not looking at the CTO, tries to think of ways to deal with the situation better::

TO_KTracht says:
::taps his Badge:: *Drist* : Ensign Drist, meet me in TR 1..

CNS_Tsalea says:
*OPS*:  This is Commander Tsalea reporting aboard

MO_Essex says:
<Nurse Krin>MO: yes ma'am .. they are.. ::looks at the floor::

CIV_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
<Shard> CMO: Yes Sir, will do. ::heads back to work, finding another interesting character.

Host CO_Senn says:
Tolmot: I'd gladly join you and stand by my crew, if there weren't 10 of your fighters with charged weapons surrounding my ship. I know you understand, I cannot leave my ship in this condition.

TO_KTracht says:
<Drist> *K’Tracht* : Roger..

CMO_Foley says:
<MO_Cross> ::finishes lounging around and heads into main sickbay:: All: Anything I can do here?

CNS_Tsalea says:
::nods to Scott and Shsssaa as they take things in hand::

MO_Essex says:
::grows annoyed::  Krin: then treat them for it and get them back on duty. ::turns to Cross::

FCO_Sovok says:
::turns around to see the fighters in the view screen and resumes checking his orbit::

CMO_Foley says:
::nods at Shard and turns back to the viewscreen::

OPS_Taylor says:
*CNS*: Welcome aboard Commander, Your quarters are on deck 8.

CSO_Elaisya says:
::feels slightly sick to her stomach::

Host Tolmot says:
CO Senn: Would it please you if we reduced the number of strategic spacecraft? ::getting even more impatient::

MO_Essex says:
<Nurse Krin>MO: yes ma'am .. of course.. ::head off to storage to get equipment::

CMO_Foley says:
<MO_Cross> ::glances around tapping his foot::

TO_KTracht says:
::after taking all of his weapons out except his Dak'Tahg, he steps on the pad.::

CIV_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
<Thunder> ::rides up in the TL, wondering what he wants this time. Probably wants her to shine his boots or something::

CNS_Tsalea says:
*OPS*:  Acknowledged.  Thank you.

MO_Essex says:
Cross: did you double check these crew members?

Host CO_Senn says:
Tolmot: You know I will not go... but perhaps we could hold the hearing here?

TO_KTracht says:
<Drist> ::Arrives at the TR, strips of his weapons, and steps on the TL alongside K’Tracht::

CNS_Tsalea says:
::Lightly touches her daughter’s head, then leaves for the bridge, everything under Shsssaa's capable hands::

CMO_Foley says:
<MO_Cross> ::thinks for a second:: MO: Yea I did that.

CSO_Elaisya says:
<Larte> ::smiles up at her mommy and heads off with Shsssa as usual::

Host Tolmot says:
CO Senn: Halcyc law insists that we hold the proceeding on our own soil. ::nods to the transporter chief::

CNS_Tsalea says:
::enters the TL and heads for the bridge::

Host Tolmot says:
ACTION: The transporters activates, beaming the crew down to the planet...

Host CO_Senn says:
::darn::

CMO_Foley says:
::wishes there was more he could do::

CSO_Elaisya says:
@ ::rematerializes on the planet and looks around::

CIV_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
::sees Mary Jane walk onto the Bridge:: Thunder: See what you can do to help Ensign Taylor there. We need to find out what could have opened those doors. And we need to know if it was their fault or ours.

Host CO_Senn says:
::sees them all dematerialize and turns for the TL:: TL: Bridge.

MO_Essex says:
::holds out the PADD to MO Cross:: Cross: I'm going to the bridge to treat the FCO for Meeka parasites.. Find out who brought fresh Klingon VerGot on the ship

TO_KTracht says:
@::materializes down on the planet, along with the rest of the AT::

OPS_Taylor says:
::Activates scan for AT::

CSO_Elaisya says:
@ ::wishes she had her ever present tricorder and feels just naked without it::

EO_Teal`c says:
@::looks around on surface after being beamed on surface:

CNS_Tsalea says:
::arrives on the bridge and looks around for the one in charge::

CMO_Foley says:
<MO_Cross> ::frowns slightly:: MO: Whatever you say.

Host Tolmot says:
ACTION: The Away Team materializes outside of the great pyramid, and are led to the large doorway.

Host CO_Senn says:
::exits the TL onto the bridge:: CMO: Report, Mr. Foley.

CNS_Tsalea says:
::steps over to the person in charge::  CMO:  Commander Tsalea reporting for duty.  I am to report to the captain?

XO_Zaldivar says:
::silently follows Tolmot::

CIV_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
<Thunder> ::walks over to the cute Ensign:: OPS: I was assigned to help you Mr... Taylor?

EO_Teal`c says:
@::walks towards doorway::

CSO_Elaisya says:
@ ::smiles slightly as she feels the lower gravity and follows along::

MO_Essex says:
MO Cross: nothing serious.. a good dose of Dicostic Tenry will fix that problem.. and make sure the drink all of it

CMO_Foley says:
::stands and turns to the CO:: CO: The ships have maintained their position around us and the translation of the glyphs is proceeding.

CNS_Tsalea says:
::Turns to the captain and nods::

Host Tolmot says:
@Away Team: I am now allowed to disclose more of what is happening..

TO_KTracht says:
@::walks alongside the AT, his eyes studying everything around him::

CIV_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
::walks back over to SCI and watches Shard and Landris work::

CSO_Elaisya says:
@ ::Self: at least I'll be able to enjoy my last few hours of life without the oppressive gravity of home ::

EO_Teal`c says:
@Self: wonders what is going to happen to us::

Host CO_Senn says:
::turns to see the Vulcan, and nods at her:: CNS: Welcome to the Europa, Commander. I wish the situation could be different, though...

Host CO_Senn says:
CMO: Tell me what you've found in the glyphs.

CNS_Tsalea says:
CO:  Understood.  How might assist?

CTO_Luk_Nimitz says:
::knew something like this was going to happen::

Host CO_Senn says:
OPS: Be ready to get visual and audio contact from Tolmot.

TO_KTracht says:
@::listens intently what Tolmot has to say::

MO_Essex says:
::head to the med lab and gets a hypo and small bottle from storage and walks back to sickbay:: 

OPS_Taylor says:
CO: Aye.

CMO_Foley says:
::walks up to the CO while talking:: CO: They do indeed seem to be a warning.

Host Tolmot says:
@Away Team: We will enter the great pyramid, where you will be judged by three members of the Great Tribunal.

CIV_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
<Kelandra> ::lays crying in their new quarters:: Self: I can't even kill myself right. What use am I?

Host CO_Senn says:
CNS: At this point, I am not too sure. Come take a seat... I take it you got my briefing, right?

CSO_Elaisya says:
@ ::listens carefully::

Host CO_Senn says:
CMO: The glyphs inside the pyramid are warnings as well?

MO_Essex says:
::enters the TL to the bridge.. fingering the hypo and sealed bottle in annoyance::

EO_Teal`c says:
@::listens::

XO_Zaldivar says:
@Tolmot: How will we be allowed to present our case?

CNS_Tsalea says:
::sits down in her assigned chair:: CO:  Yes.

CTO_Luk_Nimitz says:
@::doesn't like the word "great tribunal"::

MO_Essex says:
::exits the stopped TL and walks onto the bridge and notices a new Vulcan and shrugs::

TO_KTracht says:
<Drist> @::whispers:: K’Tracht : I have seen those eyes before.. What are you up to?

Host CO_Senn says:
::takes her seat:: OPS: Oh and by the way, Ensign... keep our comm closed, I don't want to disturb the hearing unless asked.

CSO_Elaisya says:
<Landris> ::transfers the requested results to the CMO so he can show the CO::

CSO_Elaisya says:
@ ::this is all so familiar::

OPS_Taylor says:
Thunder: How about scanning for the AT's Skeletal patterns.

CNS_Tsalea says:
CO:  From what I read, my presence here, in the capacity for which I was sent, has changed?

CTO_Luk_Nimitz says:
@::whispering:: K’Tracht: Good you're here

CIV_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
<Thunder> ::walks up next to the OPS console and watches the looping set of data gleaned from the crash site, environment, and sensors::

CMO_Foley says:
::picks up the recent translation:: CO: The exterior glyphs say that punishment will be swift. The interior ones pretty well confirm that sir.

MO_Essex says:
::walks quietly to the FCO and taps him on the shoulder::

TO_KTracht says:
@Drist : Be quiet.. ::studies the access ways they are taking, looking for possible escapes::

CSO_Elaisya says:
<SO Landris> ::wonders if she will be CSO soon::

FCO_Sovok says:
MO: ::Turns around in his chair:: Yes?

EO_Teal`c says:
@::examines surrounding::

Host Tolmot says:
@XO Zaldivar: When requested, you will relay your version of the events to the Judges of the Great Tribunal.

TO_KTracht says:
@::nods at his CTO::

CIV_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
<Thunder> OPS: Will do Sir. But I was asked to find out what happened down here. ::smiles:: That's what I do, I'm a  data analyst.

CMO_Foley says:
<MO_Cross> ::treats the patients in sickbay muttering to myself::

CIV_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
<Thunder> ::strengthens the ACB and locates moving calcium... bones::

TO_KTracht says:
@::remembers how the great tribunal is back on Qu'onos, and fears the outcome might be one that will force him to act::

CSO_Elaisya says:
@ ::watches everything memorizing every detail as if she were herself a tricorder:::

Host CO_Senn says:
CNS: I'm afraid things developed quicker than we thought. For starters, this is no FC situation... although I'm still figuring it out. Second... the Halcyc do not seem to negotiate with diplomacy. Third... I would send you to the pyramid now to observe what's going on and help my officers, but I don't want you tried with them for trespassing.

XO_Zaldivar says:
@Tolmot: Does the trial go on for a prescribed amount of time?  After the evidence is presented how long until the sentence is handed down?

MO_Essex says:
::bends down and whispers:: FCO: I need you to drink this.. You may have Meekla stomach parasites.. it's not serious.. just.. painful.. ::breaks the seal on the small bottle and holds it out::

CIV_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
::brings up the full data display from Sci on an Aux console and speeds it up, reading it at Vulcan speed::

FCO_Sovok says:
MO: How did you come to this conclusion?

CIV_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
<Lo'Pi> ::licks Mommy's palm, and looks sad. moans a little::

OPS_Taylor says:
Thunder: How about you take the science station and analyze the data collected from the sensor pod.

CNS_Tsalea says:
CO:  Understood... has any further information been acquired since the briefing I received?

Host Tolmot says:
ACTION: An energy beam is detected heading towards the planet.... it impacts the pyramid, and a large bench appears in the center of the pyramid, approximately 20 meters away from Tolmot. A bright flash is seen, and a brief rumble is felt.

CIV_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
<Thunder> ::looks over at the CIV, Shard, and Landris over at Sci:: OPS: It's kind of full sir.

MO_Essex says:
FCO: we have 3 other cases in sickbay.. better safe then sorry.. ::presses the hypo to the FCO's neck and injects an anti-nausea drug with a paralytic compound laced inside::

Host CO_Senn says:
CNS: I sent a comm to Starfleet Command, but they haven't answered yet.

Host CO_Senn says:
OPS: Was it a beam what we just saw? Any way to find its source this time?

TO_KTracht says:
@::smiles to himself as his suspicions had been confirmed, this was indeed some kind of transporting device.::

CIV_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
<Shard> ::transfers the sections of characters translated and sends them to the CIV's console::

Host Tolmot says:
@XO Zaldivar: The Halcyc Alliance is known for its swift justice.

FCO_Sovok says:
MO: Ok. ::Takes the bottle::

CNS_Tsalea says:
::nods::  CO:  Anything I might assist with at the moment?  My studies did include Archaeology... though I am uncertain that this falls into that category.  There was some hint that it could.

CIV_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
Shard: Thank you. Now send me the images of the glyphs inside the temple. The correlation might help.

EO_Teal`c says:
@ ::is surprised by site::

Host CO_Senn says:
::finally the CMO's words sink in:: CMO: I guess we can't say there weren't warnings. ::shakes her head::

Host Tolmot says:
@XO Zaldivar: The proceedings will take no more than one of your Earth days.

XO_Zaldivar says:
@Tolmot: I would prefer it if the Alliance were known for its fair justice.

OPS_Taylor says:
::Console erupts: CO: Analyzing source... Yes it was a beam directed at the pyramid.

CIV_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
<Shard> CIV: Yes sir. Transferring now. But we haven’t had a chance to translate any of those yet. ::transfers them to his station::

MO_Essex says:
FCO: it's not going to taste good.. and I need you back in sickbay after your shift. I have to be sure that got them all

TO_KTracht says:
@::takes a shot at asking a question:: Tolmot : May I inquire as to what the penalty usually is in these cases?

Host CO_Senn says:
CNS: I am having the feeling we'll need you as Counselor before this is over, but in the meantime Lt. Ahkileez is working on the glyphs... I am sure you could help him there given your previous experience in science.

Host CO_Senn says:
OPS: Where did it come from?

FCO_Sovok says:
MO: Ok I understand ::Makes a mental note to cancel his time in the holodeck::

CMO_Foley says:
::nods slightly:: CO: It seems that way sir.

OPS_Taylor says:
CO: Analyzing.

MO_Essex says:
::nods and stands turning to face the CO, CMO and new CNS::

Host Tolmot says:
@::taps a few controls, and several recording devices activate, and several chairs appear from the ground for the Away Team to sit in. The Europa begins receiving full data on the proceedings::

TO_KTracht says:
@::notes he's been completely ignored, and continues his studying of his surroundings..::

CTO_Luk_Nimitz says:
@Self: How nice of Tolmot...

Host CO_Senn says:
::raises her head as the image fills the viewscreen, flinches internally at the image::

XO_Zaldivar says:
@::motions for the AT to take their seats, and then sits down in his place.::

FCO_Sovok says:
::Looks up at the view screen::

CSO_Elaisya says:
@ ::wishes Aliens didn't always expect her to sit::

CNS_Tsalea says:
::watches the screen closely::

CIV_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
::watches the data scroll by and speeds up the rate. Finds more and more repeated characters and starts to translate some words::

CSO_Elaisya says:
@ ::sits::

TO_KTracht says:
<Drist> @K’Tracht : This place gives me the creeps..

CMO_Foley says:
::Shifts: CO: With your permission sir, I'd like to head back to sickbay.

OPS_Taylor says:
CO: It came from a planet 5000 light years away..

MO_Essex says:
::notices the CO's reaction and turns to look at the view screen::

EO_Teal`c says:
@::sits down in seat::

Host CO_Senn says:
::looks at Foley:: CMO: Granted.

TO_KTracht says:
@::K’Tracht moves to stand on the right of the AT, and Drist on the Other side::

CMO_Foley says:
<MO_Cross> ::sits in the CMO's office whistling to himself and putting his feet up on the desk::

MO_Essex says:
::walks beside Dave and nods to the new CNS::

Host CO_Senn says:
OPS: All right... keep that data in mind and stored, perhaps with some other beam we can find where they are exactly.

CMO_Foley says:
::nods to the CO and turns::

MO_Essex says:
CMO: sir?

CNS_Tsalea says:
::with one eye on the screen steps up to Science station one::

Host Tolmot says:
@<Chief Arbitrator> Away Team: You all understand why you were brought before this Tribunal?

CTO_Luk_Nimitz says:
::looks around, wonders if they'll dare to transport them out of the planet::

CNS_Tsalea says:
CIV:  Might I assist you?

CMO_Foley says:
MO: We head back to sickbay for now. ::enters TL::

CSO_Elaisya says:
@ ::nods in affirmation::

XO_Zaldivar says:
@Arbitrator: We are accused of trespassing.

FCO_Sovok says:
CO: I understand you want me looking for a way to get the shuttle out, Permission to go to ME and experiment.

CIV_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
::looks over at the Vulcan... Oh man, not another one.  Smiles:: CNS: Of course.... ::voice inflects that he wants a name::

CSO_Elaisya says:
<SO Landris> ::continues assisting Shard in decoding the glyphs::

CMO_Foley says:
<MO_Cross> ::wonders if he can fiddle with the CMO's records a bit and chuckles::

TO_KTracht says:
@::taps his badge, and speak in Klingon with Drist:: Drist : <Be ready for anything.. f we need to fight our way out, we will.. Understood?

OPS_Taylor says:
::Scans for the AT's skeletons::

EO_Teal`c says:
@::nods but hesitantly::

MO_Essex says:
::follows the CMO:: CMO: sir.. someone got an undetermined amount of Klingon food on the ship. It was infested with Meeka worms

Host CO_Senn says:
FCO: I am afraid we weren't granted permission by Tolmot, in his hurry to leave. I cannot let you go to the planet in this condition... four under trial is bad enough.

FCO_Sovok says:
CO: Would you like me to look for a way onboard the ship and then if we get permission take that plan into effect?

CNS_Tsalea says:
::raises and eyebrow::  CIV:  I am commander Tsalea.

Host CO_Senn says:
FCO: That sounds perfect, Ensign. Work with OPS if you need help.

FCO_Sovok says:
Co: Aye Ma'am

CTO_Luk_Nimitz says:
::realizes he's the only one who hasn't sat yet and does it::

CMO_Foley says:
TL: Sickbay ::turns to MO:: So that's what caused the sickness. Good work Natalia. Is treatment proceeding?

Host Tolmot says:
@<Chief Arbitrator> All: Very well... the sole count of the charge is trespassing.
Away Team: How do you... how your culture calls it, plea?

MO_Essex says:
::stands in the TL and waves hands in frustration as speaks:: CMO: I got them treated.. all are expected to make a full recovery. I still need to have security to locate that fresh fruit

CSO_Elaisya says:
<SO Landris> ::wonders why the area is so crowded:: CIV: Sir, CSO suggested we might get more done in the holodeck...

CIV_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
::spies the pips:: CNS: Ah, yes. A pleasure to meet you Commander. ::puts out hand for a shake:: Lt JG Ahkileez, Starfleet Intelligence Liaison.

TO_KTracht says:
<Drist> @::only nods at K’Tracht, signaling he is ready::

EO_Teal`c says:
@Self: a misunderstanding it should be::

CMO_Foley says:
<MO_Cross> ::orders a drink and puts it on the CMO's desk, without a coaster::

CNS_Tsalea says:
::looks at the hand with a raised eyebrow::  CIV:  Greetings.

CSO_Elaisya says:
<SO Landris> ::wonders if the CIV heard her and looks at Shard:: Shard: should we just go?

CIV_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
SO: The computer will have to many sub junctions to go through, translation won't be as fast.

FCO_Sovok says:
::Gets up and heads for ME stopping at the OPS console:: OPS: If I need you I will call for you ok?

XO_Zaldivar says:
@Arbitrator: Before we plead, we ask what the punishment for this crime is to be if we re found guilty.

Host CO_Senn says:
::watches K'Tracht standing there, and as she hears the question of the chief Arbitrator, wonders what would be best to answer::

CSO_Elaisya says:
<SO Landris> ::jumps:: CIV: Yes sir

CIV_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
Shard: Go with Landris. See if you can come up with anything different to try.

OPS_Taylor says:
FCO: Alright.

CTO_Luk_Nimitz says:
@::quieter than usual, trying to guess what do this aliens want from us::

CMO_Foley says:
::smiles slightly as he watches her:: MO: I'm sure they will find it.

TO_KTracht says:
@::smiles, pleased with the XO's response..::

CSO_Elaisya says:
@ ::eyes the others on the AT::

CIV_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
CNS: Okay.. yes.. you're one of those. ::turns back to his work.

MO_Essex says:
::starts getting worked up:: CMO: I just can't believe this happened! and no one looked for parasites! And that stupid arrogant alien! And no one in sick bay and...

CMO_Foley says:
<MO_Cross> ::accidentally spills a little on the floor, but just shrugs::

CTO_Luk_Nimitz says:
@XO: Sir, why don't you ask them a copy of their laws under the excuse we can't defend ourselves without knowing of what we are accused

Host CO_Senn says:
::as silence ensues, she stands, calmly taking a couple of steps closer to the viewscreen::

CIV_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
<Shard> SO: Coming?

FCO_Sovok says:
::Arrives in ME to find it very... Empty::

CNS_Tsalea says:
CIV:  Indeed... Perhaps at a later time, we should have a discussion on "one of those".

CMO_Foley says:
::places his hand on her shoulder:: MO: Natalia, calm down. There's no permanent harm done.

CSO_Elaisya says:
<SO Landris> Shard: oh, yes...::Follows::

CIV_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
::speaks over his shoulder:: CNS: No need. I'm am fully aware of what it means.

MO_Essex says:
::takes a few deep breaths and looks into Dave’s eyes:: CMO: yeah but.. I mean.. ahh fudge

CNS_Tsalea says:
CIV:  That Lt, is debatable.

CIV_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
::finds more and more correlations and puts them together:: CNS: I have something.

CMO_Foley says:
::smiles as the TL stops and the doors open:: MO: Shall we?

CSO_Elaisya says:
@ ::wonders if they all feel as sick to their stomachs as she does::

CNS_Tsalea says:
::steps up to take a look::  CIV:  What are your findings?

Host Tolmot says:
@<Chief Arbitrator> All: Very well....  The punishment for trespassing is a complete memory wipe-out of all events that you are accused of.

OPS_Taylor says:
::Pulls up the transporter grid::

CIV_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
<Thunder> ::finds more clues from Tech and Environment and puts them together::

MO_Essex says:
::nods and follows the CMO.. sudden stops and gets annoyed.. then picks up the pace and head straight for the CMO's office steaming::

CSO_Elaisya says:
@ ::looks up in fear:: Self: Mind wipe?!?!

Host CO_Senn says:
::appalled::

CMO_Foley says:
<MO_Cross> ::hears noise just outside sickbay and quickly gets out of the CMO's office quickly::

TO_KTracht says:
@::sighs with relief as he hears the penalty.. Could have been a lot worse::

CTO_Luk_Nimitz says:
@:: very relieved:: Self: uhhh.. we are saved

EO_Teal`c says:
@::mind wipe; confused::

CSO_Elaisya says:
@ ::squirms in her seat::

CIV_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
CNS: It's more stuff inside. Technical Warnings, Equipment lists, stuff like that.  But it's definitely a military installation.

Host CO_Senn says:
Self: No way... what if...

CNS_Tsalea says:
::turns to the screen here eyes narrowed::

CMO_Foley says:
::frowns for a second:: MO: Is something wrong Natalia?

MO_Essex says:
::pops around the corner and feels guilt from someone and growls:: self: I have had a bad day.. 

CIV_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
<Thunder> CO: Excuse me Ma'am.

CSO_Elaisya says:
@ ::looks at the others and sees they are relieved but suddenly feels worse...what if...::

CNS_Tsalea says:
CO:  Is there a possible way of regaining the AT before the punishment?

Host CO_Senn says:
Thunder: Yes?

EO_Teal`c says:
@Self:: thinks happily, glad I stored everything::

CMO_Foley says:
<MO_Cross> ::makes it look like he's been working hard in sickbay and sits down, pleased with himself::

Host CO_Senn says:
CNS: We have no transporter lock on them. We'd also be initiating hostile relationships with a race we were ordered to cooperate with.

TO_KTracht says:
@::taps his badge, whispering:: XO : Sir.. Ask them if there are any known side-effects to that mind wipe..

MO_Essex says:
MO Cross: I want.. words with you.. ::stares at him hard::

CIV_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
CO: We have confirmation. The shuttle's engines could have caused a malfunction in their locking mechanisms. There is an unusual buildup of ions in their atmosphere. Our impulse engines could have interfered.

CIV_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
<Edit last to <Thunder>  >

CMO_Foley says:
::watches the both of them, wondering what's going on::

Host Tolmot says:
@<Chief Arbitrator> ::looks at the response::
All: Now.. how do you plea?

XO_Zaldivar says:
@::non-plussed:: Chief Arbitrator: Do you mean that we would forget that we trespassed or that we will forget everything we saw after we trespassed?  Further my Chief Tactical officer makes a good point, we are ignorant of your legal proceedings and would like to study your guidelines so that we can defend ourselves. 

Host CO_Senn says:
::nods at Thunder, gloomily::

FCO_Sovok says:
::Wonders if the Transporters are powerful enough to bring it out::

Host CO_Senn says:
OPS: Request a comm directly to Tolmot.

CNS_Tsalea says:
::steps down to the captain::  CO:  I asked that incorrectly.  Once the punishment is given can we have contact with the AT before initiation.  And to that conclusion, may we have people there when they initiate this mind wipe?

CSO_Elaisya says:
@ ::vomits on the CTO::

XO_Zaldivar says:
@chief arbitrator: Also how do you know that your mind wipe technology will not adversely affect our varied physiologies?

CIV_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
<Thunder> ::hates giving bad news::

FCO_Sovok says:
::Taps his commbadge:: *OPS*: Can we transport the shuttle out?

OPS_Taylor says:
CO: Aye .::Opens Commlink::

CSO_Elaisya says:
@ ::looks mortally embarrassed::

CMO_Foley says:
<MO_Cross> ::looks back at her and coughs a few times:: MO: Um... what ever for... ::chuckles slightly::

EO_Teal`c says:
@CSO: you ok?

CTO_Luk_Nimitz says:
@:: can't believe it:: CSO: What he h.. have you done??!!!! ::stands up:: Are you mad?

CMO_Foley says:
::grins to himself and checks the patients::

Host CO_Senn says:
CNS: As Zaldivar is arguing... If that's their punishment, we'll ask for it to be done by our doctors, with our technology. But we have no answers yet on if we'll be able to even talk to them after sentence is dictated.

MO_Essex says:
::continues to stare at him and sees the PADD she gave him and medication unused then back at Cross::

Host Tolmot says:
@<Chief Arbitrator> XO Zaldivar: The events involving the interior of the pyramid would be wiped. However, you would be allowed to maintain logs of said events. Our justice system requires a speedy trial.

CSO_Elaisya says:
@ ::wipes her mouth:: EO: I'm...I'm not feeling well.

CIV_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
<Shard> ::unlocks a few more characters and sends them to the CIV's console, helping him::

TO_KTracht says:
@::shakes his head at the CSO's outburst, and thinks that some races should not even be allowed in Starfleet::

EO_Teal`c says:
@CSO: I can see that

Host CO_Senn says:
::waits for Tolmot to please take that comm::

MO_Essex says:
::grabs head in frustration and shrugs:: Cross: I am not going to fight with you. I will check the security logs and just write you up later

CSO_Elaisya says:
@ ::wipes off the CTO's lap feeling really bad::

OPS_Taylor says:
*FCO*: Working..

CNS_Tsalea says:
::listening to the clarification::  CO:  I was thinking of something else, but if the punishment is only limited mind wiped, the alternative I had in mind is not needed.

CIV_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
::taps Shard on the shoulder:: Shard: Look at this. These aren't all words. Some of these are actual pictures. Looks like engineering plans.

Host Tolmot says:
@::taps a few buttons::
CO Senn: What is it, Captain?

CMO_Foley says:
<MO_Cross> ::regains his confidence:: MO: Hey, I've been working hard here, I treated the sickies and then I relaxed. Is that a crime?

XO_Zaldivar says:
@Chief arbitrator: My Chief Science officer is clearly ill, may I have permission to return her to our vessel?  I will agree to continue the trial without her, until she is needed here again.

CTO_Luk_Nimitz says:
@CSO: This uniform is new, I'll never could use it again

CSO_Elaisya says:
@ ::blushes:: CTO: I...I apologize ::OH I hate saying that...::

Host Tolmot says:
@<Chief Arbitrator> XO Zaldivar: We have had experience with your species and this procedure. There is no reason to be alarmed.

Host CO_Senn says:
COM: Tolmot: Prime Defender, as my XO argues, we are concerned about the effects of your technology on our people's anatomies. If they are found guilty, would it be possible to perform the sentence with our doctors, monitored by your people?

CTO_Luk_Nimitz says:
@XO: Tell them your CTO needs a uniform without vomit on it

MO_Essex says:
::picks up the PADD and the hypo and stares back at Cross:: Cross: You did not complete this assignment.. sickies? ::narrows eyes:: and you were in the Chief's office with out cause

CIV_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
<Shard> CIV: What is it sir? ::looks at the new information::

Host Tolmot says:
@COM: CO Senn: That will be up to the Tribunal.

CSO_Elaisya says:
@ ::ducks her head wishing she could sink into the ground::

CMO_Foley says:
::listens to Natalia and notes what she said::

XO_Zaldivar says:
@CTO: What if I just have them wipe this memory while they are in your head? ::smiles::

Host CO_Senn says:
COM: Tolmot: And, you know I do not wish to make you lose time, but... we'd like to retrieve our shuttle. Do you have any problem with our people to do it... perhaps some would be sent to the surface, as long as they don't enter the pyramid?

MO_Essex says:
::prepares a hypo cartridge:: Cross: I'll find something.. later ::shrugs and walks over to one of the patients::

CSO_Elaisya says:
@ ::looks gratefully at the XO::

CTO_Luk_Nimitz says:
@XO: Then I will never know why my new uniform stinks

FCO_Sovok says:
*OPS*: Maybe if we increased the Band With of the Transporters that way making the Buffers more powerful but only in a targeted area. Then if we get the Shuttles Exact Coordinates we could beam it out. Do you think that that would work?

Host Tolmot says:
@<Chief Arbitrator> ::looks at the CSO::
XO Zaldivar: Very well...
::makes a motion over his console and the dampening field surrounding the pyramid is lowered.

CIV_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
Shard: They’re definitely engine plans. The words translate to "tunnels" or "tubes". I think they’re doing something with a liquid. Probably transporting it somehow.

CMO_Foley says:
<MO_Cross> MO: I was checking up on a report in the CMO's office. You can't prove anything.

Host CO_Senn says:
::whispers:: OPS: Get me Starfleet Command... Admiral Justison will do. I need to know about the previous experiences with the Halcyc mind wipes on humans, Elaysians, Klingons...

OPS_Taylor says:
*FCO*: But we have to check with Tolmot.

FCO_Sovok says:
*OPS*: This is all if he accepts

XO_Zaldivar says:
@COMM: Europa: This is Zaldivar, please transport CSO Elaisya to sickbay.

MO_Essex says:
::looks at the MO with an evil grin:: Cross: you better hope not.. ::returns to the crew member and gives them a follow up injection::

OPS_Taylor says:
::Opens Commlink to Starfleet Command::

Host CO_Senn says:
OPS: Beam the CSO directly to sickbay

CSO_Elaisya says:
@ ::looks up at the XO with surprise::

CIV_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
<Shard> Yes sir, it  does look that way. I guess the captain needs to know.

Host Tolmot says:
@::sighs::
COM: CO Senn: Very well Captain.. we will give you one of your hours. After which time, we will destroy the shuttle.

OPS_Taylor says:
::Initiates Transporters::

Host CO_Senn says:
*CMO* Foley, Lt Elaisya will be beamed to sickbay, she is apparently ill.

CIV_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
Shard: I concur.

TO_KTracht says:
@::realizes that communications are back up, and taps his badge:: COMM Europa : CO : Ma'am.. I think this is an acceptable penalty... No sense starting a war over this

CMO_Foley says:
<MO_Cross> ::sneers at her as she walks away, then heads off::

CSO_Elaisya says:
@ XO: That's not necessary...

Host CO_Senn says:
::wonders why he is so... sighs:: COM: Tolmot: One hour will do... if you are going to destroy it, I'd appreciate you spare my people.

CMO_Foley says:
*CO* Acknowledged.

XO_Zaldivar says:
@CSO: I think it is, if the medical staff clears then you may return.

Host CO_Senn says:
*FCO* You have one hour to retrieve the shuttle, Mr. Sovok. Ask for help if you need it... after that time, if it's not out of there it will be destroyed.

MO_Essex says:
CMO: another case?

XO_Zaldivar says:
@TO: Please refrain from communicating to anyone on the ship.

CIV_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
CO: We have a tentative translation of the inside glyphs. It's mostly generic stuff. But it looks like there is a lot of engineering and piping information. Several signs point to restricted areas, etc. I think this place is very important to the Halcyc.

EO_Teal`c says:
@::sits patiently::

CSO_Elaisya says:
@ XO: Yes sir ::waits for beam out::

Host CO_Senn says:
COM: K'Tracht: I was never going to start one if I could avoid it, Ensign.

CMO_Foley says:
MO: It might be, we'll have to see. Prepare a biobed.

CNS_Tsalea says:
::looks back at the Ahkileez, noting that he seems to have things in hand::

Host CO_Senn says:
CIV: Piping, huh? How convenient... ::smiles for the first time::

TO_KTracht says:
@::looks at the XO and nods::

XO_Zaldivar says:
@Prime Arbitrator: Thank you, I will briefly confer with my team and we shall then offer a plea.  If that is acceptable.

MO_Essex says:
CMO: aye sir.. ::tries to swallow down annoyance and gets the next bio-bed sensors on line::

MO_Essex says:
::turns and stares at Dave with a sigh::

CIV_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
;:turns back from the Captain and continues the work::

CSO_Elaisya says:
::materializes in sickbay::

CMO_Foley says:
::leans closer to her and speaks quietly:: MO: Having a problem with Cross?

CSO_Elaisya says:
::looks around feeling like an idiot who is not living up to her duty::

CSO_Elaisya says:
::crumples to the ground as the standard g's hit her::

CMO_Foley says:
<MO_Cross> ::mumbles to himself in the other room::

CSO_Elaisya says:
Self: Shoot....::readjusts her anti grav suit and stands::

Host Tolmot says:
@<Chief Arbitrator> XO Zaldivar: Of course..

MO_Essex says:
::gets a chill:: CMO: um yes a bit sir. He didn't finish his duties. I heard him come out of your office and to top it off he tried to lie to me.

XO_Zaldivar says:
@EO/CTO: How do you think we should plead?

CIV_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
<Thunder> ::smiles at the cute OPS ensign.. my my.. much better than those infants in the lounge::

EO_Teal`c says:
@::thinks::

OPS_Taylor says:
CO: Command....

CMO_Foley says:
::rushes to the CSO and gets her onto the biobed::

MO_Essex says:
::walks over and helps the CSO up::

CIV_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
<Shard> ::smiles at Landris, very interested in her for some reason... but she's not even his species::

CSO_Elaisya says:
::that took them long enough::

CSO_Elaisya says:
<SO Landris> ::doesn't notice::

CMO_Foley says:
Comp: Computer, reduce sickbay gravity to 80% of normal.

Host CO_Senn says:
::turns to the Counselor:: CNS: what do you think, Commander? ::motions to the screen::

Host CO_Senn says:
OPS: Yes?

MO_Essex says:
::Raises and eye brow at the CSO:: CSO: sorry.. I'm having a bad bay.. 

CSO_Elaisya says:
MO: This is ridiculous...I Just...OH would you stop reading my thoughts...

CMO_Foley says:
<Comp> ::beeps in reply as the gravity lessens::

CSO_Elaisya says:
::looks relieved in the lower gravity::

MO_Essex says:
::tilts head:: CSO: your .. ::tries not to get more annoyed:: assumption is un-necessary

CSO_Elaisya says:
CMO: Thank you

OPS_Taylor says:
CO: Message sent to Starfleet.

CNS_Tsalea says:
CO:  It would appear, that if you wish to follow this culture’s dictates, their request is reasonable within limits... to allow us to be there for the mind wipe.  It is not something I am for, but it is the ... the least of some evils.

CIV_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
::stands up:: Shard: Continue my work here please. When this duty shift is over, you and Mary-Jane take the next day for downtime.

CMO_Foley says:
::nods:: CSO: I might be able to drop it another 5% if you need it.

Host CO_Senn says:
OPS: Thank you Ensign. Let me know as soon as I get an answer.

MO_Essex says:
::grabs a tricorder with marked annoyance::

CSO_Elaisya says:
MO: I apologize  ::twice in one day I can't believe this::

CIV_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
<Shard> ::smiles:: CIV: Yes sir, Lieutenant.

OPS_Taylor says:
CO: Aye.

CSO_Elaisya says:
CMO: NO that's fine...but could you help me with the nausea please?

CTO_Luk_Nimitz says:
@XO: Don't know. If the consequences are only the memory-clean, we can say guilty but I am not sure if that is the only one

MO_Essex says:
::begins a scan of the CSO::

Host CO_Senn says:
::nods at Tsalea, then smiles tired:: CNS: We are in agreement there. I probably won't be able to go to the planet... but if it comes to that, I will ask you to go. Are you ready for that?

CSO_Elaisya says:
<SO Landris> ::continues working but feels a little excited at the thought that Shard will stay here for some reason::

CMO_Foley says:
::feels a little strange at .8 G but manages:: CSO: When did it start? Did you eat anything today?

FCO_Sovok says:
::notices that his shift is nearly over:: *CO*: Ma'am if you don’t mind the MO wanted me to go to sickbay after my shift something about Stomach parasites.

CIV_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
::walks over to Mary - Jane: Thunder: Keep things together here for me. I'm going to... take a break. ::I need a drink::

CSO_Elaisya says:
CMO: It started when I was about to be beamed down to the trial.

CNS_Tsalea says:
CO:  Yes sir.

XO_Zaldivar says:
@EO/CTO: they have said that a memory wipe is our only punishment, and I believe that.  But I don't like that punishment at all.

CIV_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
::walks into the TL followed by that attractive Ensign from over by the corner::

CSO_Elaisya says:
CMO: No I didn't eat anything...well my usual nutritional drink supplement, but nothing new

MO_Essex says:
CMO: I'm not getting any Meeka life signs. she's clean 

Host CO_Senn says:
*FCO* Leave your plans for retrieving the shuttle... I'll have the engineering crew do it. I do not wish to lose craft on top of everything.

CMO_Foley says:
::nods:: CSO: It's probably jus nerves then, I would feel the same way. ::looks to MO:: MO: Anything on the scan?

CTO_Luk_Nimitz says:
@XO: I don't want them searching in my mind. If they can erase, they can take out

TO_KTracht says:
@::eases his stance, as the AT debate..:

FCO_Sovok says:
::leaves his plans and heads for SB::

CIV_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
<Alexis> ::smiles up at the dark Vulcan:: Hi!.

CSO_Elaisya says:
::blushes:: CMO: I Think I was just...nervous. I should have stayed down there. I cant' believe this.

Host Tolmot says:
@::watching the Away Team very carefully, wondering what is taking so long::

CNS_Tsalea says:
::looks back at the screen wondering what the AT will say::

EO_Teal`c says:
@XO: I happen to just want to get this over and done with ; and if it means give up this thought and get rid of the memories of being shot then, I guess my pled is guilty

MO_Essex says:
::looks again:: CMO: over abundance of stomach acid, high blood pressure.. high pulse, irregular neural functions.. nope

XO_Zaldivar says:
@EO: Understood, but I concur with Mr. Nimitz

EO_Teal`c says:
@XO: but then again I don't want to have some kind of dangerous reaction happen after the process

MO_Essex says:
CSO: you need to calm down.

XO_Zaldivar says:
@::stands and faces the tribunal::

EO_Teal`c says:
@XO: ask what other disciplines can be taken

MO_Essex says:
::walks away to get a hypo from the med lab::

Host CO_Senn says:
::watches Triton facing the judges, and tenses::

EO_Teal`c says:
@XO: please sir

CSO_Elaisya says:
MO: I am trying to calm down, but I was nervous. You should have seen what we decoded just before I left for the trial...punishment will be swift. You try calming down.

CTO_Luk_Nimitz says:
@::wonders if "I'm sorry" wouldn't be enough::

FCO_Sovok says:
::Arrives in SB::

MO_Essex says:
::walks back:: CSO: I need to do the same.. yes.. and I can feel everyone else’s tensions

FCO_Sovok says:
MO: You wanted me?

EO_Teal`c says:
@::Self: wonders if there is a way to black mail them::

CSO_Elaisya says:
MO: I am trying to calm down. I really am

CIV_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
<Thunder> :;keeps the Lt's special PADD running, recording everything::

MO_Essex says:
::turns to the FCO:: FCO: yes Mr. Sovok.. please have a seat.. I will be with your shortly

XO_Zaldivar says:
@Prime Arbitrator: We find that the punishment is excessive for the supposed crime.  We came here in good faith to learn of your culture, it is unfortunate that events have soured to such a degree.  I can not believe that we have done anything wrong, we are innocent.  That is our plea.

FCO_Sovok says:
::Takes a seat on one of the Bio Beds.. feels slightly lighter:: MO: What’s with the gravity? :;Notices the CSO::

Host CO_Senn says:
::remembers to breathe again, closing her eyes for a moment, wondering what comes now::

CSO_Elaisya says:
::glares at the FCO::

MO_Essex says:
::gives the CSO an injection to ease her tummy and picks back up the tricorder and walks to the FCO::

FCO_Sovok says:
CSO: What’s wrong? Did I do something wrong?

MO_Essex says:
FCO: it's been turned down for the CSO ::scans Sovok::

CMO_Foley says:
::looks at the FCO:: FCO: The gravity has been to aid the CSO's treatment.

CSO_Elaisya says:
FCO: never mind. MO: can I leave?

Host Tolmot says:
@<Chief Tribunal> XO Zaldivar: Very well... we will now render our verdict......

CNS_Tsalea says:
::nods at the XO's statement, agreeing with is statement, but wondering what would be the next step::

EO_Teal`c says:
@::waits patiently::

FCO_Sovok says:
MO: I always seem to anger people.. Very illogical if you ask me.

Host Tolmot says:
<<< Pause Europa Mission - 10005.07 - 21:10 Eastern >>>
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